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Is your team a force to be reckoned with in this position? If your best players are after players, 3-Out 2-In Motion Offense can be the answer to your offense needs. You won't regret adding this offense to your game plan. The 3-Out 2-In Motion Offense includes two players in the position and three players located on the perimeter. The
goal is to get the basketball inside, but all scoring should not fall on the shoulders of your players post. Feed the ball to your players post, but there will be chances to hit the ball back to open the shooters. It gives your team a balanced, internal game. In this article you'll learn the strengths and weaknesses of implementing 3-Out 2-In
Motion Offense along with the basics of crime to determine if this is appropriate for your team. Develops basketball intelligence. This offense allows players to develop their game because it forces them to learn to read defense and their teammates and make decisions based on what they see unfold. Accepts the benefits of
inconsistencies. If you see a size or mismatch of skills, this offense allows you to put that player in a better position to attack. Post them on the block and run the ball through them. This will force your opponent to decide to either replace that defender or switch him to someone else, which could create another discrepancy. Offensive
rebounds. The offensive rebound should be an accent. With 2 players close to goal, you have to be in a solid position to get offensive rebounds. These rebounds will lead to second chance points for your team that can help win games. Fewer driving opportunities. With 2 players in the center of the lane there will not be enough room to
attack the rim from the dribble. If you have several players who specialize from dribble this offense may not work for your team. Strong postal players. Your post players should be an all-around threat because this offense focuses on getting their ball. They should be able to score consistently, swoon with shooters, and come up with
offensive rebounds. If your post players are unable to do so, then this offense will not be successful. More turnover opportunities. The perimeter distance creates longer passes that can be dangerous for any team. If the defense gets its hands on the ball, then it's likely to steal and fastbreak the ending into the score at the other end. A 3-
out 2-in movement offense built for a team with two solid post players. The offense will focus on getting the ball to them and you'll need them to be smart when it's in their hands. They should be able to decide whether their best move is to score or pass the ball to a teammate. While this offense is centered around after the game, perimeter
players can thrive as well. When the ball comes out of the post, you need that can knock off shots. So if you're a team full of great shooters, then this is it For you. With such a balanced attack inside-out, it will be difficult to guard your team. Strong, scoring post play will open up outside shots for your perimeter players. Knocking down jump
shots will force the defense to guard your shooters and open the lane for post players to go to the job of scoring out of the block. Distance is key. For this traffic offense to work, there should be about 12-15 feet of space between players at all times. With so much space, players can cut and drive. It also makes it more difficult for the
defense to help each other if they get beaten. Pass and MOVE. After passage, perimeter players must perform an action move under the bumps that's cutting, screening away, or coming off the screen from a teammate. Postal players must look for open space to cut after passing. No Stoya. Give your team 3 seconds to stand in one
place, then they have to move. The more movement and collaboration to open up the better your offense will be and the easier it will be to find an open shot. Find open space on discs. When a player attacks the rim, all other players must read the drive and find an open space to be available if the defense stops the ball. Creating a cut and
moving around the perimeter two moves players can do to open to a throw out or dump pass - and it keeps the offense in space. They will get open for a shot and also ensure the offense keeps a good interval. Denied? Backdoor Cut. If you are denied on the perimeter, the backdoor is cut into the basket. All players should be able to
realize their quarterback over playing them and use the back cut to their advantage. Cut hard, feel free, and be prepared to pass. If a strong side post is in front, a weak side pole flashes at a high post. It's a simple rule for your fasting players to follow and honestly they should want their defenders to guard that way because it's an easy
score for them. As soon as they see a strong defender of the sideline posts trying to front guard - the weak side should immediately blink at the high post, then look for a high-low pass to the block. Setting up 3-Out 2-In Motion Offense starts with 3 players on the perimeter and 2 players in position. Players on the perimeter must be one
player at the top of the key and one player on each wing. Post players should be a little above the low blocks. Typically, the distance between players should be about 12 feet. All of these positions are interchangeable depending on your staff, any inconsistencies that occur during the game, and certain actions that you want to include in
the offense. Getting started is hard to chart a step-by-step progression of what to teach for this offense, because the basis is simple: get the ball into the player's position. Every pass made on the perimeter will be for me caught in a triple threat squared up to the goal to rim and defense. The main read you are trying to do is if you can enter
the ball on your post player. With that in mind, mind, going to break some passes and drip penetration moves you can make as part of this offense that ends up posting a player with the ball in hand. Top to wing pass After the top player passes to the wing they have two options: Cut through the key and fill the weak side wing position As
the top side player cuts, the weak side wing player fills an open spot on the top of the key screen Away for the opposite wing Weak side wing uses a screen to cut to the top of the key and the screen fills the weak face wing to the top pass after this pass is made. There are two main transfer options that can follow: The top player changes
the ball with a pass to the opposite wing reversing the ball well because it forces the defense to shift and it gives a number of different reads for the offense. Wing player can attack from a dribble, be open to jump shot, pass to high post, or pass in low post. The top player sees a hole in the lane and passes at the high post of the ball in the
middle of the court gives many scoring options: a short jump shot for the post player, knock out the shooters around the perimeter, go to the player wing back cutting, or use their dribble to attack and finish on the rim. When the ball hits the high post, the ball side wing should cut immediately and look to get a pass. Wing Wing Pass is a
difficult pass to make because it is a cross-court pass, but it will happen and can be very useful for your offense. When this pass happens, the top player will go down the screen for the passer and they essentially replace each other. As the opposite wing catches a miss pass, they have options: Catch and attack from the dribble with the
defense having to recover with a miss pass, attacking the catch will put them on their heels. The ball side of the post player should look to make sure they get out of the way, but also get into position for a possible dump pass if their defender helps. Go to the high post and cut if there is no open shot or lane to attack, a high post can be
opened. When they pass to high posts, be sure to cut and look for the ball. Go to low posts This is your other option if other options are protected. Let your post players work together to get a position in the low post, then pass the ball to the post. Wing to low post pass Once the ball is in the low post, the wing has options: Screen away for
the top player After passing, the wing player immediately goes to the screen for the top player who cuts over for the opportunity of the shot and fill the open position on the wing. Cut along the baseline after passing, the wing player can cut the base level and look to get a short pass dump to lay up. If they didn't get the ball they fill the
opposite wing as the perimeter player would fill open spots like Happened. The weak side of the post player will blink on the weak side of the high post to give the other player a post plenty of room to go to work. Wing to high post pass is only one option for for After taking a pass to a high post and this is to cut to the basket. They can look
for the ball in case the driveway is open for a pass back, but if no wing player will continue to finish on the other side. Other perimeter players will rotate and fill open spots. From the top of the key before your top player takes off dribbling from above, they should check on the position of the two post defenders. If there is a player in a high
position, the top player should not travel in that direction. If both posts players are on low blocks, the player's post on the side of the ball to drip penetration should clear and go to the short corner where they can be accessed for a short pass and a shot if their player helps in defense. The weak side of the low position player should read to
their defender as well and find a passing angle to dump the pass if their quarterback helps. Two wing perimeter players must be moving to find a passing angle to hit out of the aisle - they can move anywhere from wing to corner. From wing to middle When your wing player travels to the middle of the key, the ball side of the post player
must fall and be ready to dump the pass while the weak side of the post player should be in the high post area for the interval. If their quarterback helps, they can dive to the rim for a pass. A weak side wing perimeter player should read the defense and try to move to find a hole to kick out of the aisle. You can move from wing to corner.
Both of your perimeter players should be moving to find a passing angle to kick out of the aisle if any of their defenders help stop the ball. A weak side wing can move anywhere from wing to corner, but at the top of the key player there is not much room to work as they don't have to move lower than the loose throw line extended. From the
wing to the baseline When your wing player drives the baseline, the ball side player on a low block must slide up to the high post to give the wing player enough room to drive. If their quarterback helps, a high-post player will be ready for the pass to shoot a jump shot into the elbow. The weak side of the post player should step in the
middle of the paint and be ready to dump the pass if their defender helps stop the ball. A weak side wing player must slide into a corner and be ready to pass on the kick, while the top perimeter player must also move to create a passing angle. However, the top player should not move lower than the free throw line extended. At times in
the game, you'll need a set play to run before you get into your traffic offense. The play set will feature the actions that you will use in motion, but they come with a more certain way that you will do the same every time you run this set play. There are a number of set plays out there for you to use depending on what you want to get out of it,
but here are a few examples plays with a 3-out 2-in set. If you don't score with a set play, get in 3-Out 2-in-motion offense. Action for POWER: Top Player moves to the right wing player As it happens, there is an exchange with Top Player and the weak side of the Post Player. This puts your post player at the top and your top player on a
weak side block. The right wing player changes the ball back to post Player at the top of the key. On the reversal of the ball, the opposing wing player will set down the screen for Top Player. The postal player at the top will draw the ball to the Top Guard on the wing. The wing player on the ball side block will go to set the cross screen for
the post player on the opposite block. Then the post player on top of the key will set down the screen for the wing player to come for an open shot. Scoring Options: Top Player coming down the screen may have an open shot on the wing Post Player coming off the cross screen may be able to get a position on the low wing block Player
coming off the screen may have an open shot at the top of the key Post Player setting screen may be able to slip for an open shot in the elbow action for 1 ENTRY (Strong Side) : Postal players install screens for wing players to jump out on the wing spot Top Player passes the right wing player The corner opposite the Post Player cuts at
the top of the key for a pass from the wing opposite Post Player then changes the ball to the opposite wing Player Low Post Player follows the ball as it is undone by the Other Post Player and the wing go set a stunning screen for the Top Player angle to move away for the shot scoring Options: Wings Players on the initial screens down
may be open to a shot The Low Block Post Player may be able to get a position on the low blocks As the ball reverses Top Player coming off a stunning screen can be opened for a shot of Action for 1 ENTRY (Goes Away): Postal players set screens for wing players to pop out on the wing spot Top Player passes to the right and cuts to
opposite corner Opposite Post Player cuts at the top of the key for a pass from the wing opposite Post Player then changes the ball to the opposite player wing Low Post Player follows the ball As it is drawn to another wing block the Player moves to the Top Player in the corner of top Post Player goes and sets the screen for the opposte
wing, which cuts to the top side of the Ball Post Player goes to set the rear screen for the ball side of the Wing Player Side Post Player then sets the ball screen for the Top Player in the corner of scoring Options: Wings players on the initial screens down can be opened for a shot Low Block Post Can be able to get a shot low block. As the
ball reverses The Wing Player can be open coming off the back screen Top Player may be able to take off the ball screen for a jump shot or attack the rim post player setting the ball screen can be opened by rolling or sliding into a short angle Here are some more ideas for the set of plays to use before you get in 2-In Offense! Actions for
SHOCKER: 4 and 5 down screen for 2 and 3. 2 and 3 pop pop Wings. 1 passes to 2 and basket cuts. As 1 cutting, 4 appears at the top of the key and gets a pass from 2. As this pass happens, 1 comes off screens from 5 and 3 and fills a weak side wing. 4 changes the ball to 1 on the flank. 3 then sets the screen for 5. 4 then sets down
the screen for 3. Scoring Options: Player 1 from the cut basket may have an open lay in Player 1 lane with screens, perhaps an open shot on the wing of Player 5 from the cross screen may be open able to get a position on the low block Player 3 from down the screen may have an open shot at the top of the key action for DUKE FLOPPY
THROUGH: 2 v-cuts to get open on the wing. 1 passes to 2 and cuts through the middle of the lane. 3 cut at the top of the key and replaces 1. 2 passes to 3. 1 then has options to come or a single screen from five on the opposte low or double screen unit from 4 and 2. 2 fills the opposite corner 1. After screening, 4 and 5 post on low
blocks. Scoring Options: Player 1 from the basket cut may have an open lay in the Lane Player 1 from one or a double screen may have an open shot on the wings of Player 4 or 5 may be open able to get a position on a low action block for jayhawk: 1 passes to 2 and cuts the ball side angle as 5 cuts to the top of the key. 2 passes to 5
and cuts hard to opposte a low unit. After the cut, 1 slides up the wing and gets a pass from 5. After the passage, 5 and 3 go to set a stunning screen for the 2. Scoring Options: Player 2 from the chess screen can be opened for a shot in the elbow or at the top of the key When your spending time practicing this offense start by separating
the player's post and perimeter players into separate groups. You want each group to understand what reading to do by reading the defense and learning how to work together. With the coach holding the ball on the wing, you can create a 2-on-2 situation for your post player while your perimeter players can go 3-on-3 (without a coach). Be
sure to emphasize: distance and movement. Don't let players get used to stopping and watching. Once you feel like your individual teams have a strong understanding of the offense start putting it all together with these exercises: 5 for 2 with a defense only for the post - and only after players can score. 5 on 3 with defense only on the
perimeter - and only on the perimeter players can score. 5 by 4 with the coach dictating different situations, such as: a certain number of passes to be made before shooting, no dribbling, or only a certain player can score (only the offense knows the designated scorer). These are all excellent ways to practice and emphasize what needs to
be done for this crime to run smoothly and be successful. Now you have to have a solid foundation for the parts you need to make 3-Out 2-In Motion Offense your go to the game plan. As The team spends more time with the offense they will develop basketball IR and continue to strengthen the baseline offense you have implemented. If
you want to even more about 3-Out 2-In Motion Offense check out HoopsKing.com DVDs you can download or rent. 3-Out 2-In Offense benefits a team that is post-heavy. This offense positions 2 posts on the insise, starting with blocks and 3 perimeter players at the top and wings. Learn how to teach and run a 3-Out Attack for your team
here. The best way to teach 3-Out 2-In Offense is to watch a coaching DVD made by the most successful coaches who manage this offense. They give you exercises, games like reps, and an inside look at how they work their practices. Check out the 3-Out 2-In Offense DVD here. Benefits 3-Out: Develops Basketball I'Exposes
mismatchesMore Offensive reboundsLearn more benefits to run 3-Out 2-In Offense here. Disadvantages 3-Out:Less Driving OpportunitiesMust have a strong scoring post playersMore Turnover Opportunites For more information on 3-Out 2-In Offense click here. Read - React to Crime Read and Respond Crime was dev... The University
of Kansas men's basketball team, known as the Jayhawks, competes in the B ... August 7, 2020 chris@hoopsking.com BigCommerce One of the most entertaining sports events at the high school level is a basketball game. ... 05 August 2020 chris@hoopsking.com BigCommerce BigCommerce 3 out 2 in motion offense pdf. 3 out 2 in
motion offense youth basketball. 3 out 2 in motion offense against 2-3 zone. 3 out 2 in motion offense drills. 3 out 2 in motion offense basketball. 3 out 2 in motion offense plays. 3 out 2 in motion offense vs zone. 3 out 2 in motion offense set plays
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